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Israel Fooled The World In Gaza
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Palestinians inspect the rubble Abu Helal family in Rafah refugee
camp, Gaza Strip, Monday, Oct. 9, 2023. The strike killed dozens
of people.(AP Photo/Hatem Ali)

VT Condemns the ETHNIC CLEANSING OF PALESTINIANS by
USA/Israel

$ 280 BILLION US TAXPAYER DOLLARS INVESTED since 1948
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in US/Israeli Ethnic Cleansing and Occupation Operation; $ 150B
direct "aid" and $ 130B in "Offense" contracts
Source: Embassy of Israel, Washington, D.C. and US Department
of State.

This was not supposed to happen. Israel’s powerful military
and efficient security services had Hamas bottled up,
squeezed, and strangled inside the Gaza Strip.

Sure, every few years there was a so-called conflict that followed a
similar pattern: an Israeli provocation, Hamas rocket attacks,
ruthless Israeli air strikes, Egyptian mediation, and then quiet
again.

But surprisingly and unexpectedly this time around, that pattern
has changed … but why? This is the important question … and
why now is even the more important question?

The old pattern always worked fine for Israel, but is that pattern not
working anymore, or maybe Israel is after a bigger target … bigger
than Hamas, the occupied West Bank, and the whole fake issue of
resolving the Palestinian plight through raving about two-state
solutions for ages now?

Gaza is the only place on earth that is referred to as a strip …
what the hell is a strip …. It’s a tiny place that some humanitarians
like to refer to as the largest open-air prison on earth, where in fact
it should be called a Zionist concentration camp.

Whether you like to refer to the place as the strip or the open-air
prison, one fact remains solid and invulnerable; Gaza is the most
controlled place on earth, as it has been under complete military
siege since 2007.
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Gaza is under high-tech surveillance 24/7 … and if some loose
surveillance and control is somehow enjoyed inside the strip of
Gaza the Israeli intelligence and military surely won’t allow that
flexibility along the borders of Gaza, whether it be air, sea, or land
borders.

When you have cemented, electrified metal, and barbed-wire
borders that are monitored every second of the day and over-
secured by drones patrolling the sky of Gaza, digital surveillance
cameras along the whole border with Israel, and even live satellite
imaging that follows every flicker of abnormality on the Gaza/
Israel borders even if it was of a small fly.

Then breaching that impenetrable secured borders would be a
joke, unbelievable joke. It would be impossible … insanely
impossible, especially given the limited and primitive resources of
the Palestinian fighters in Gaza.

It is just not possible … it can’t be done, except if the Israeli side
allowed it.

A few hours after the Hamas attack on Israeli settlements across
the Gazan circle, almost all mainstream media outlets went out
and described the attack as brutal, barbaric, violent but most
importantly unprovoked.

But Little did all of those media outlets know that this attack was
indeed a provoked attack … only the provocateur was made to
look like and appear in plain daylight as Palestinian fighters from
Hamas.

But the truth of the matter is that the whole operation that Hamas
pulled out with minimum or no resistance at all from Israel, was
designed and allowed by the Israeli intelligence, also known as the
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Mossad.

The notorious Mossad is the real/hidden provocateur behind this
El Aqsa flood cartoonish operation … and don’t forget that Hamas
is Israel’s creation in the first place.

Some news platforms referred to the Hamas attack as Israel’s 9/11
attack … and this designation in particular carries some truth to it
especially if we bear in mind the enormous worldwide
investigations/probes that pointed the finger at the Israeli Mossad
as the hidden provocateur behind the 9/11 attacks on the twin
towers in New York back in 2001.

Some like to refer to those justified contentions and solid
investigations that pointed the finger at the Israeli Mossad as the
actual provocateur and designer of the 9/11 attacks as conspiracy
theories. But that could not be further from the truth … even
though the 9/11 attack was indeed a grand-scale conspiracy and
there was a diabolic theory and plan behind it carefully designed
and carried out by the Israeli Mossad.

In the 9/11 attacks, The Mossad had planned to inflict a major
attack on American soil that would trigger mass political/military
reaction … so much so that the American pride and sensibility
would be hurt enough to compel them to go to war against
whomever the intelligence might specify and target as the enemy
… and as usual the US relied heavily on the Mossad intelligence,
for whom could the US trust when terrorism rules except the old
Israeli ally and friend embedded in the Middle East amongst
terrorist neighbors, also known as the Arab countries?

So it was mostly according to Mossad’s intelligence that the mighty
US army was willing to head its direction and unleash
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unprecedented firepower and destruction in an act of stupid and
blind revenge.

Back in 2001, Israel was trying to get rid of one of the strongest
armies in the Middle East and the Arab world, namely the Iraqi
army.

Based on fake intelligence (mostly supplied by the Mossad) about
some weapons of mass destruction … the US was blindly dragged
like sheep into a war in Iraq

… killing thousands of innocent Iraqis and demolishing Saddam
Hussein’s military might in a proxy war, during which thousands of
American soldiers were also killed, on behalf of the Israeli army
that is often known as the most moral army in the world (for they
always fool some other armies and soldiers to fight their dirty
battles … namely the gullible Americans)

Likewise, the ridiculously primitive Hamas attack with one singular
bulldozer and a couple of air paragliders managed to breach the
invincible Israeli wall and borders around Gaza … I mean where
are the military/strategic analysts around the world to dig into the
truth behind this charade that was dubbed “a sophisticated attack”
…

The Hamas attack went unscrutinized and unanalyzed, for the
mainstream media controlled by world Zionism were up and ready
to sell this attack as another Yom Kippur war that was miraculously
and courageously fought by Egyptian and Syrian armies to liberate
the occupied land by the Israelis. In fact, no one can draw a
parallel between the latest Hamas attack and the 1973 war, for it
was one of the greatest liberation battles waged in the last era of
traditional wars.
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But this time around, the Hamas attack and incursion into Israel
was more like an inside operation than a war… This means that
some Israeli Mossad agents had obviously infiltrated the Gaza
circle of command and convinced Hamas leaders they were giving
them a strategic tip on how to breach the borders with Israel and
launch their most powerful attacks ever against Israel.

So those Mossad agents let Hamas in on a plan to breach the
border with Israel, and then allowed them to wreak havoc across
some nearby settlements along the Gazan zone … and to make it
look an authentic attack a barrage of the primitive and lovely
made-in-Gaza rockets had to be launched across Israel to create a
state of public terror

Once the threshold of the Hamas operation reached the level of
the mainstream media-orchestrated terrorism ( like the beheading
of small Jewish babies … an incident that never took place except
inside the Zionist mind and machine that is always working on
exploiting the holocaust stereotype)

Only then the Mossad operation would be a success … and then it
would only need the puppet president of the US to make the
awaited statement that America stands solid ( or rather sleeps in
the same bed) with Israel.

Afterward, it will be a few hours before the Zionist President Biden
orders the mighty USS Gerald R. Ford aircraft to sail and anchor in
front of Israel’s coastline … waiting in full military capacity and
political naivety to fire and attack Israel’s next enemy on the list in
the region, namely Iran.

Long live the United States of Israel

And, may god save Palestine…
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By Dr. Ashraf Ezzat

For more articles and videos by Ashraf Ezzat visit his website

The author is an Egyptian, born in Cairo and based in Alexandria.
Ashraf Ezzat joined the staff of Veterans Today in 2009.

Graduated from the faculty of Medicine at Alexandria University
but keen not to be entirely consumed by the medical profession,
Dr. Ezzat invests a lot of his time in research, documentary
filmmaking, and writing. He is a regular guest lecturer at the new
Bibliotheca Alexandrina and the national museum of Cairo.

History of the ancient Near East and specifically of Ancient Egypt
has long been of special interest to him.

In his writings, Ashraf Ezzat approaches ancient history not as
some tales from the remote times but as a contributing factor in
our existing life; and to him, history is as relevant and vibrant as
the current moment.

In his research and writings, Dr. Ezzat is always on a quest trying
to find out why the ancient wisdom & spirituality had been
obstructed and diminished whereas the Judeo-Christian teachings
and faith took hold and prospered.

Dr. Ezzat has written extensively in Arabic tackling many issues
and topics in the field of Egyptology and comparative religion.

He is the author of Egypt knew neither Pharaoh nor Moses, a
kindle book published in 2015 and available on amazon.
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He writes regularly at many well-known online websites such as
Dissident Voice and What Really Happened.

Dr. Ezzat is also an independent documentary filmmaker. His
debut film was back in 2011 The Annals of Egypt Revolution and in
2012 he made Tale of Osiris a short animation for children.

In 2013 his short film, The Pyramids: Egyptian Genesis

The following documentaries were screened at many international
film festivals in Europe.

In 2020 the documentary film: SEA OF LOVE: Transforming
Journey to Egypt (Documentary)

In 2021 Egyptian Mountain of the Dead (Documentary)

Dr. Ezzat is working now on his upcoming documentary “Egypt
knew neither Pharaoh nor Moses”.

ATTENTION READERS

We See The World From All Sides and Want YOU To Be Fully
Informed
In fact, intentional disinformation is a disgraceful scourge in media
today. So to assuage any possible errant incorrect information
posted herein, we strongly encourage you to seek corroboration
from other non-VT sources before forming an educated opinion.

About VT - Policies & Disclosures - Comment Policy

Due to the nature of uncensored content posted by VT's fully
independent international writers, VT cannot guarantee absolute
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validity. All content is owned by the author exclusively. Expressed
opinions are NOT necessarily the views of VT, other authors,
affiliates, advertisers, sponsors, partners, or technicians. Some
content may be satirical in nature. All images are the full
responsibility of the article author and NOT VT.
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